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Premier Aviation –
don’t fly without it
For anyone owning their own private or commercial aircraft, we’re delighted
to introduce Premier Aviation – the latest bespoke insurance scheme
designed by JW Seagon.
Premier Aviation is brought to you in partnership with Allianz (the largest and most
experienced aviation insurance provider in the World) and as you would expect,
the extensive benefits give you all the cover you need when you take to the skies:
	Liability cover up to $25m
AA rated worldwide
	Policy is provided locally but international Lloyds wording used
	
Scheme provides cover for all fixed and rotor wings aircraft (excluding
gyrocopters and ultra-lights)
	Scheme provides cover up to $5m per aircraft for hull damage (higher limits
can be arranged if required)
	Cover can include war, spares, cargo/mail, and crew/passenger personal
accident.

A service you can rely on
When it comes to insurance, we understand that service
levels are just as important as benefit levels. That’s why
Premier Aviation comes with a local broking service to
ensure all policies are issued promptly and are supported
by a local claims network in Kenya.
What’s more, subject to sight of current schedule and satisfactory risk
details, JW Seagon guarantees to beat your current premiums, with no
compromise on your cover.

More about JW Seagon
JW Seagon has grown a lot over the years. Our roots go back
to 1958 and we’ve been helping people protect the things they
care about ever since. We now work closely with insurance partners all over the world
to provide you with the best products for your health, home, travel, finances and business.
The benefit of experience is that we understand the market better than most. And because we
work that little bit harder to find the right solutions, we have earned an impressive reputation
for expert advice, exceptional service and excellent value for money.

More about Allianz Insurance Company of Kenya Limited
Allianz offers a wide range of insurance and fund products to over 86 million customers
in more than 70 countries.
Most markets (including Kenya) are served by local Allianz companies; in addition, there
are also business areas with a global reach, for example the insurance of global corporate
customers, credit insurance, assistance services and re-insurance.

For more information,
email pink@jwseagon.com
or call +254 (0) 709 455 026
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